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Introduction
Applications of offline handwriting reputation are numerous: studying postal addresses, financial institution test amounts, and 
forms. Furthermore, OCR performs a critical function for virtual libraries, permitting the access of photo textual statistics into 
computer systems via way of means of digitization, photo restoration, and reputation strategies. Offline handwriting structures 
commonly include four methods: acquisition, segmentation, reputation, and put up processing. First, the handwriting to be identified 
is digitized via scanners or cameras. Second, the photo of the record is segmented into lines, words, and man or woman characters. 
Third, every man or woman is identified the use of OCR techniques. Finally, mistakes are corrected the use of lexicons or spelling 
checkers. Developments are going on in foremost areas. The first is the bodily interface, in which a number of the technology cited 
above are starting to appear. For instance, increasingly more cellular gadgets now have contact screens. The subsequent step may 
be to apply haptics technology to add ‘feel’ to touch display screen displays. Accelerometers that hit upon movement are also being 
deployed in mobiles in cellular handsets may be worth $1 billion via way of means of 2010. The 2d foremost location of improvement 
is that of rethinking the visible interface itself, to minimise the want for textual content enter and to have smarter structures that 
apprehend what the consumer is attempting to achieve.

Description
Eventually miniature cameras coupled with human scale garage opens the opportunity of life-recorders, as an example Microsoft 
Sensecam. Optical Character Recognition (OCR) marketplace length is predicted to be USD 13.38 billion via way of means of 2025 
with 12 months on 12 months increase of 13.7%. This increase is pushed via way of means of rapid digitization of commercial 
enterprise methods the use of OCR to lessen their labour prices and to shop treasured guy hours. Although OCR has been taken 
into consideration a solved trouble there is one key aspect of it, Handwriting Recognition (Handwriting OCR) or Handwritten 
Text Recognition (HTR) which continues to be taken into consideration a challenging trouble statement. The excessive variance in 
handwriting patterns throughout humans and terrible best of the handwritten textual content in comparison to revealed textual 
content pose significant hurdles in changing it to device readable textual content. Nevertheless it is a crucial trouble to remedy for 
more than one industry like healthcare, coverage and banking. Patient prescription digitization is a main ache factor in healthcare/
pharmaceutical industry. For instance Roche is coping with tens of thousands and thousands of petabytes of scientific PDFs daily. 
Another location in which handwritten textual content detection has key effect is affected person enrolment and shape digitization. 
By adding handwriting reputation to their toolkit of services, hospitals/pharmaceuticals can considerably enhance consumer 
experience. 

Conclusion
The preliminary procedures of solving handwriting reputation worried Machine Learning strategies like Hidden Markov Models 
(HMM), SVM etc. Once the preliminary textual content is pre-processed, function extraction is achieved to pick out key statistics 
which includes loops, inflection points, aspect ratio etc.
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